CRYPTOGRAMS

1. X KMDYC HMO, BO BHV BFL, WL KMHOLHO
   OM OBTL PV GYBKLVXKBKLMZHLZWVONL
   UXZLAXCL BHC AXPGYV YMMTMH. YXULRBA
   PLBHOMWLXYQLC. KDZXMAXOVPDAOWL
   TLGO BYXQL. (LYLBHMZZMMALQLYO)

2. BPTUTRECZTVRURAEENNTEEJA WJVT
   JEAKBBPTUKATOPITEURFT. JB'EBPTGJAF
   KVVRUJWOPTPREZJRJETF. JABPRBJ'MT
   QTTAUJHPOBCNGO. (YKETLPLGTAATFO)

3. IX ABI PH QLXZZNVTOO. LO PH BHZBUORX
   QOBRXL, XT RX VXTRJIO, XT RLO ZBQH, XT
   RLOFOXFZO TOHRTBPI LPA VTXABGRPIY
   BGXTSPIYRXLPHQPZZBXIO.
   (OJTPFPSONH)

4. UMEIAWLA CEUAL AM SX “YUXHILAMMMH.”
   WV TX’L “YUXHILAMMMH,” TX VXXFL
   LYXIVWRFEC. TEAEU EIAWLA CEUALWL
   UMA AM SX PWLYUHXILAMMMH. (UXHIIMIXP)

5. FE WDPShFYKNID UPSKIHFICYNPBIPS
   IHRPKTYS, MY MNI GIXKFIVKYVC
   MRNYYO. (FPDWPDKIFPH)

6. JWADDWSAUJLLYTJLXQCPSDAPSQQJESQ
   DCUQCU SVIWJUJDACUQ. (ZZPYUTC)
1. I could not, at any age, be content to take my place in a corner by the fireside and simply look on. Life was meant to be lived. Curiosity must be kept alive. (Eleanor Roosevelt)

2. The measure of a man’s success in life is not the money he’s made. It’s the kind of family he has raised. In that I’ve been mighty lucky. (Joseph P. Kennedy)

3. No man is wholly free. He is a slave to wealth, or to fortune, or the laws, or the people restrain him from acting according to his will alone. (Euripides)

4. No artist wants to be “understood.” If he’s “understood,” he feels superficial. What an artist wants is not to be misunderstood. (Ned Rorem)

5. My grandmother wanted me to have an education, so she kept me out of school. (Margaret Mead)

6. A little inaccuracy sometimes saves tons on explanations. (H.H. Munro)